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Arrangement of the Attributive Modifiers of Nouns. 
A study of some of the Latin grammars taught and used in 
secondary schools shows a wide difference of opinion upon the 
matter of word order. Since this subject is one of real and 
vital importance to the teacher of Latin prose, an examination _ 
of the noun modifiers in Caesar has been made in order to dis-
cover, if possible, what is the prevailing position of these· 
modifiers. Caesar has been made the basis of the investigatio~ 
because of his simple, narrative style, free in a large measure 
from rhetorical effects. In addition to Caesar, I have also 
examined the seven orations of Cicero, viz: De Imperio On. 
Pompei, In Catilinam, Pro Archia Poeta, and Pro Marcello, and 
the noun modifiers have been catalogued •. · I shall include also 
limited portions of Vergil's Aeneid and of Livy, but not enough 
ground has been covered in these authors to make any authorita-
tive statement in regard to their use of the noun modifiers. 
The noun modifiers of the books mentioned above have been 
catalogued with especial attention to the following: adjective 
order, genitive modifier order, participial modifier order, 
gerundive and phrase order. Other matters of interest of a re-
lated nature have naturally resulted from suoh a study. 
Consideration has been given to the attributive adjective 
only, ·all predicate modifiers being disregarded. 
The following grammars have been examined, relative to 
2 
their views upon word order: Allen & Greenough, Bennett, 
Burton, Gildersleeve, Hale & Buck, Harkness, and also Mr. 
Green's article, "Emphasis in Latin Prose, 11 in School Re-
view, Vol. 15, P. 643, and the article, "On the Order of 
Words in Latin Prose" by Mr. Clarence Meader in Schoo1 Re-
view, Vol. 17, P. 230. In all of these grammars the treatment 
is very brief, and the suggestion to the student very meager • 
. Mr. Green does not treat of' the noun modifier and Mr. Meader 
deals with the subject from a psychological point of view. 
Below is given a summary of the subject .of word order 
as treated. by the grammars. 
I 
THE EMPHATIC PLACE IN THE SENTENCE. 
A. & G., Bu.--At the first of the sentence. 
G., H. & B., H.--First and last. 
Be.--First, less o~ten ~· 
A. & G.--The word most emphatic in the speaker's mind comes 
first, never last. 
Bennett.- ... For emphasis a word is put at the beginning, less 
often at the end. 
Burton.--Elements are expressed in the order of their emphas-
is, the subject being most emphatic comes first. 
G.~~The beginning and end of the sentence are emphatic. 
H. & B.--The most emphatic places in a sentence are first 
and last. 
Harknesa.--The beginning and end are emphatic. 
Green.--Progressive emphasis is the law in conditions, in 
purpose and reslt clauses as well as in co-ordinate clauses. 
II 
ORDER OF WORDS. 
Be., H. & B., Bu.--Subjeot first, verb last. 
G., H.--Subject and modifiers, verb and modifiers. 
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A. & G.--The determining and most significant word comes first. 
Be.~~The subject is at the first, the verb at the end. 
Bu.--{a) Subject,(b} Modifiers of the subject, (c) Modifiers 
of the verb, (d) Verb. 
G.--(a) Subject, (b) Modifiers, (c) Predicate, (d) Modifiers. 
H. & B.--(a) Subject, (b) Modifiers of the subject, (c) Mod-
ifiers of the verb., ( d) Verb. 
H.--(a) Subject, (b) Modifiers of the subject, (c) Predicate, 
( d) Modifiers. 
III 
ADJECTIVES. 
Bu., H. & B.--Follow. 
A. & G.--Determined by emphasis. 
Be., G. --lforma.lly precede, but often follow. 
H.--Either first or last. 
A. & G.~-Either adjective or noun precedes depending upon 
the iemphasia. · 
b 
Be.--There is no rule, but the adjective precedes more often 
than it follows. 
Bu.--Adjectives follow words they qualify. 
G.--Adjectives usually precede, but often follow the word to 
which they belong. 
H. & B.--Adjectives normally· follow their nouns. 
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H.--Adjective modifiers may stand either before· or after their 
noun. 
III( a) 
ADJECTIVES IN PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES. 
G., H. & B.--Monosyllabio prepositions are often put between 
adjective and substantive. 
A. & G., Bu., H.--No statement. 
III{b) 
ADJECTIVES OF QUANTITY. 
A. & G., *Be., H. & B.--Regula.rly precede. 
Bu., G., H.--No statement. 
III(c) 
.AJ)JECTIVES OF PRECISION. 
H. & B.--Precede. 
A. & G., Be., Bu., G.,. H.--No statement. 
*Note media urbs with the meaning, middle of the city; and 
urbs media with.meaning, middle city. 
IV 
NlTh1ERALS. 
A. & G., Be.--Preaede regularly. 
H. & B.--Ordinals follow. 







Be., Bu. --1!,ollows with the meaning ··"well-known." 
H. & B. , H. --Follows with the meaning"v1ell-lmown" when not 
·accompanied by an adjective. 
A. & G., G.--No statement. 
VI 




Bu., G., H. & B., H.--Generally follow. 
Be.--Usually follow but precede for contrast. 
A. & G.--No statement. 
VIII 
PRONOMINALS. (alius, alter, eta.) 
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VIII 
PRONOMINALS. (alius, alter, etc.) 
H. & B.--Ullus and nullus precede. 
H.--Generally precede. 
A. & G., Be., Bu., G.--No statement. 
IX 
INDEFINITES. 
Be., H. & B.--Usually follow. 
A. & G., Bu., H., G.--No statement. 
x 
GENITIVES. 
Be., Bu., G., H. & B.--Usually follow. 
A. & G., H.--Determined by emphasis. 
XI 
ADJECTIVES-~GENITIVE--NOUN. 
A. & G., H., H. & B.--Usual order. 
Be., Bu., G.--N·o statement. 
With regard to adjectives, then, we see ~hat there is 
unanimity of opinion when the six grammarians express their 
views, only upon the position of the demonstrative, the re-
lative and the interrogative. As I shall show later it is 
easy to make a rule covering these classes of adjectives. 
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There are 4241 adjectives of all kinds and classes in 
the seven books of Caesar. I have attempted to classify these 
modifiers where any classification has been possible. Under 
adje-cti ves of quantity, have been included also adjectives of 
size and indefinite number, since these latter 'eem to be re-
lated to. those of quantity. The term.indefinit~ number was 
used to include those which could not be classified under car-
dinals, ordina~s or distributives. A list of these adjectives 
follows:- altior, altissimus, amplior, angustus, artior, biped-
- alis, brevis, ceterus, complures, creber, orebior, creberrimus, 
~ 
cunctus, dimidius, duplex, exiguus, grandis, innumerabilis, 
immanis, ingens, latus, latissimus, longus, longior, longis-
simus, longisculus, magnus, maior, maximus, multus, plus, plur-
imus, n~mius, omnia, par, parvus, parvulus, -giinor minimus, 
pauci, perangustus, perexigu.us, permagnus, plerusque, reliquus, 
tantulus, totus, triplex, universus. 
g--~ 
There are 1079' of these adjectives in these seven books 
/ 
of Caesar, 967 of which precede, and 111 foll~w, or a percent-
age of 89.62 to 10.37. In Cicero this class of adjectives 
numbers 41~:·{ ~31 of which precede and 83 follow or a percent-
age of 80.14 for those preceding and 19.85% for those follow-







al tio:ir • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • •O • • • • 0 
a.ltissimus • • • • 6 • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • 0 
a.mplior. • • • • • • • • ·O • • • • 3 
ampliasimus. • • • 4 • • • • 2 • • • • • • • • O • • • • 3 
angustus 
angu.stior 
artior • • 
bi-pedalis. 
brevis • • 
ceterus. • 
oomplures. 












cunctus. • • • 
dimidius • • • 
duplex • • • • 
exiguus. • • • 
grandiS• • • • 
innumerabilis. 
immaniS• • • • 
ingens • • • • 
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• • 0 
• • 0 
• • 0 
• • 0 
• • 0 
• • 0 
• • l 
• • 0 
• • 0 
• .o 
• • 1 
• • 0 
• • 0 
• • 0 
• • 0 
• • 2 
• • 2 
• • 0 
• • 0 
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Preceding Following 
Adjective a Caesar Cicero Caesar Cicero 
latiesimus • • • 1 • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • 2 , • • • 0 
longu.s • • • • • • 1 • • • • 1 •• • • • • • • 1 • • • • 0 
longior • • • • • 4 • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 1 
longissimus • • • 1 • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
longisculus • • • 0 • • • • 0 • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 1 
ma gnus • • • • 207 • • • • 36 • • • • • • • • 6 • • • .11 
maior • • • • • • 27 • • • • 3. • • • • • • • 3 • • • • 0 
maximus • • • • • 28 • • • .27 • • • • • • • • 6 • • • .12 
multus • • • • • 41 • • • • 36 • • • 0 • • 2 
plus • • • • • • 10 • • • • 4 • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
plurimus. • • • • 3 • • • • 3 • • • • • • • 1 • • • • 0 
nimius. • • • • . l • • • . l . • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
omnis • • • • • ~37 • • • 126 • • • • • • • • • .36 
par • • • • • • .15 • • • • 1 • • • • • • • • 1 • • • • 0 
parvus. • • • • • 5 • • • 3 • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 1 
minor • • • • • • 10 • • • • 4 • • • • • • • • 2 • • • • 0 
minimus • • • • • l • • • 1 • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
parvulus. • • • • 3 • • • • 1 • • • • • • • 0 • • • • . 0 
pauci • • • • • • 28 • • • • 2 • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
perangustus • • • l • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
perexiguus • • • 1 • • • • o •• • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
perms.gnus • • • • 1 • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • l 
plerusque • • • • 1 • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
*12 o:f the 71 occur in the stereotyped expression: "se 
suaque omnie." 
Adjectives 
?;··<' t (.·~· 
1reliquus • 
· tantulus • 
J-:~~.....v::..-. 
totus • • • 
triplex •• 








• .96 •••• 6 • 
• • 3 • • • • 0 • 
7D 7 ·z_ 
• 60 • • • .25 • 
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• • • • • 1 • • • • 0 
• • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
C/ ,; 
• • • • • 4 • • • • l 
• • • • • 1 • • • • 0 
uni versus • • • • • 2 • • • • 4 • • • • • • 1 • • • • 4 
/07'·8- ~:H-
Total • • • • • • 967 • • • ~31 • • • • • -1-1-l • • • • 82 
10 I 
C) ._..., ,/ • '· ./~ . ~ ~~ ... ;.......,._ 
1· I ,,z...,. ~"""'A·<! . . t."""y"' - ~ . 
While "totus" is classified by the grammarians, whose 
views I quoted above, as a pronomina3:> Ihave placed it 
among the adjectives of quantity because of its meaning •. 
The numeral adjectives come naturally under the class 
. of ·adjectives of quantity. The cardinals in Caesar number 
403 of which 216.precede and 187 follow their nouns or 57.07 
per cent for those preceding and 42.92 per cent for those 
following their nouns.· 
Several points of interest arose in the study of the 
cardinals. The lower numerals from one .to four inclusive 
i had a very decided tendency to precede the noun. This was 
particularly noticeable in the first book, where with 65 
cardinals 46 are the numerals one to f011r. In the entire 
'3: ~- ;~ 
seven books the, .. tcardinals precede their nouns 149 times and 
follow only 49 times. In contrasting the lower cardinals 
with those above twenty, it was found that the higher numerals 
preceded in oniy 24 cases, while they followed in 83. 
Then again there seems to be a fairly universal order 
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in the measurement of time and space when the adverbs "cir-
citer" and "amplius" occur with the cardinals. In the seven 
books of the 61 cases where these adverbs occur, the cardinal 
follows its noun 53 times. So we have the expression: "cir-
oiter nulia passum sex" or "non amplius horie IIII1' and similar 
expressions, but only eigh't times such expressions as, "eo oir-
ci ter hominum XVI milia." 
The number of cardinals in Cicero is much smaller than in 
a corresponding amount of Caesar. I find only 73 cardinals in 
the seven orations but 66 of these precede. The predominance 
of the lower numerals was also found here, 46 of the 66 being 
unus and 14 of the remaining twenty being secundus. However, 
the only cardinal following the noun was also unus, but used, 
with one exception, having the meaning "only" or "a.lone." It 
has the same meaning preceding the noun in only one instance, 
:In Catilinam I--7, ''Nuno vero me totam esse in metu propter 
unum te." 
\ 
I find 9~ ordinals preceding and 37 following their nouns, 
or a percentage of 72.79 to 27.2. The same general use is 
noted with the ordinals as with the cardinals, primus ocour-
ring 52 times in the.seven books, only once following its noun, 
and then strangely, it seems in n1uce prima ':, ...;Dhen the re-
verse order "prima luce" is so familiar as to be considered 
almost a fixed expression. 
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Here, also the same order is observed when "circitern is 
used, as I found it occurring in seven of the tem examples of 
the first four ordinals which follow their nouns. The ordinals 
in Cicero are about evenly balanoed--seven preceding and six 
following. Here also as in Caesar ":primus" occurs once follow-
ing its noun. The following· table will illustrate the use of 
the first ten ordinals and their frequency: 
Preceding Following 
Ordinals Caesar Cicero Caesar Cicero 
primus • . . . . • 51 • • • • 0 .• ... •· . • l • • • • l 
secundus • • • • • 4 • • • • o •• • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
tertius • • • • 19 • • • • 3 • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 0 
qua!Ltus • • • • • 6 • • • .1 • • • • • • • 4 • • • • 0 
quintus • • • • .1 • • • .1 • • • • • • • 2 • • • • 1 
septimus • • • • • 6 • • • • 0 • • • • • • • 6 • • • • 0 
oote.vus. • • • • .o • • • • 0 • • • • • • • 2 • • • • 0 
no nus • • • • • .o . • . • o • • • • • • • 3 • • • • 0 
decimus. • • • • • 8 • • • .o • • • • • • • 6 I e ·I e • • l 
Total. • • • • 95 • • • • 5 • • • • • • .29 t • • • 3 
This gives a total of .95 preceding and 29 following, but 
as will be observed the tendency is even stronger in the first 
four than in the higher ordinals. · In Cicero those preceding 
number5, following 3. 
The distributives number 36, 33 of which precede and three 
follow. The only distributives found in Caes·ar are singuli, 
13 
bini, trini, terni, quini, and duodeni. There are only two 
distributives in Cicero, singuli and bini both of which pre-
1 
cede. 
There is a group of adjectives frequently found in Latin 
which because of their similarity in meaning, I have classed 
together· and. have called "Adjectives of relative position." 
By this is meant that these adjectives denote definite location 
in space and the statement does not refer to rank or class, 
with the possible exception of "prince:ps" in some of its mean-
ings. Judging by the examples that Mr. Hale gives under the 
division termed "Adjectives of Precision," I have concluded 
that these are the adjectives he would include under that class. 
Since it has seemed to me the term precision is rather vague 
and sets no definite boundaries, I have adopted the term "re-
lative position" as being more specific. The adjectives fol-
low: adversus (meaning opposite), citerior, dexter, exterior, 
exterus, externus, extremus, finitimus, inferior, infimus, 
' interior, lon~quus, medius, obliquus, oppositus, posterus, 
princeps, prior, propinquus, proximus, sinister, superior, 
surnmus, transversus, ulterior, ultimus, d.ecurnanus, Deouma.n-
us, while not perhaps belonging clearly to this group, yet 
has a suggestion of location which has determined· me in plac-
ing i.t here, but rather attaohed to the group than belonging 
to it. Secundus with its original root meaning of "following" 
should belong here but Caesar uses it in the seven books only 
• ~ f' 
with its derived meaning of "propitious." 
Cicero uses the word "summus" with a slightly different 
meaning than we find in Caesar. He uses it only to mean 
greatest or highest with reference to personal qualities, but 
I have retained it in this list for convenience. 
In Caesar· there are 326 of this class of adjectives 291 
of which precede and 35 follow or expressed in percentage 
89. 26 per cent :precede and 10. 73 per o.ent follow. I find 
14 
only 101 of this class in Cioero and the percentage is 86.86 
per cent preceding to 13.13 per cent following. The following 






adversus • • • • • • • 2 • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • 0 
citerior • • • • • • • 6 t t • • 0 • . . . . . • 2 • •• 0 
dexter , • • • • • • !14 • • • • • • • • • • 1 • • • 
exterus. • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 7 • • • • • • 0 • • . 1 
exterior • • • • • • • 2 • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • .o 
externus • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 3 • • • • • • 0 • • • 0 
extremus •• • • • • • 20 • • • • 3 • • • • • • 1 • • • 0 
fini timue. • • • • • .15 • • • • 0 • • • • • • 1 • • • 0 
inferior , ' . . • • • 9 • • • • 0 • • • • • • 2. ' ' • 0 
infimus. • • • • • • • 2 ' ' : . . 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • 0 
interior • • • • • • • 0 t ' • • 0 • • • • • • l •.• o 
longinquus • • • • • • 5 • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • 2 
medius • • • • • • • • 24 • • • • 3 • • • • • • 2 • • • 0 
Preceding Following 
Caesar Cicero Caesar Cicero 
• • • • 1 • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 •. • • • 0 
Adjectives 
obliqu~s • • 
oppositus. • • • • • 1 • • • • 0 •• . .• • • 0 • • • • 0 
posterus • • • • • 
• • • • prinoeps • 
prior. • . . . . . . 
propinquus • • • • 
proximus •• • • • 
sinister • • • • • 
superior • • • • • 
summus • • • • • • 
.23 • • • • 2 • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
• 1 • • • • 0 • • • • • • 1 • . .. • 0 
• 1 • • • • 2 • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
• 2 • • • • 0 • • •.• •• 1 • • • • 0 
• 30 • • • • 6 t t • • • • 1 • • • • 2 
• *5 • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • •• 0 
• 41 • • • • 4 • • • • •• 18 ••• • 4 
.96 • • • • 56 • • • • •• 1 • • • • 3 
trensversus. • • • • 1 • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
ulterior • • • • • • 6 .• • • • 0 • • • • • • 2 • • • • 0 
ultimus. • • • • • • 2 t t t ' 3 •• • • • • l • ••• • 1 
deoumanue. • • • • • 2 t • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
Total • • • • • • .291 • • •• 88 • • • • •• 35 •• • .13 
Of the class of adjectives remaining there are a few 
which seem to possess a certain time element and of these I 
have made a separate group. They are: antiquus, antiquissim-
\ 
us, cotidianus, diurnus, diuturnus, hest_jlr1t.us, hodiernus_, me-
ridianus; nocturnus, perpetuus, · perendinus, p4l{fteri tp:s, pra.e'-
sews, pris~i1fles, recens, repentinus, sempiternus, and vetu~. 
15 
In Caesar there are 73 of these adjectives, only three of 
which follow the nouns they qualify. Those are perpetuus,. 
16 
which occurs twice in Book VII and cotidianus, once in Book v. 
Cicero uses such adjectives eight times following and 39 preced~ 
ing. Cotidianus, vetus, and praeseizs each occur once, and 
sempiternus three times following the noun. However, the per-
centage here is 82.99 for those preceding. 
Of the demonstratives also there.are more following the 
noun in Cicero than in Caesar. The following table will show 
the number in each: 
Demonstrat·i ve s 
Preceding 
Caesar Cicero 
Hie • • • • • • • • 254 • • 269 • • • 
Is. • • • • • • • • 297 • • • 76 • • • 
Following 
Caesar Cicero 
• • 2 • • • • 5 
• • 2 
t ' 
Ille. • • • • • • • .13 • • • 71 • • • • • 0 • • • .17 
Idem ••• • • • • •• 75 • • • 47 • • • • • 0 • • •• l 
Iste. • • • • • • • . l • • • 23 • • . . .. 0 • • • • 1 
Total • • • • •••• 640 •• 486 • • • • • 4: • • • .28 
Curiously enough in the two places where "is" follows 
the noun in Caesar, it modifies the same word--r
1
egiofium, 
• i ~ 
"auotoritas omnis orae maritimae regionum ea.rum" B. G. III a. 
"Hunc ease· delectum medium fere regionum earum" IV--19. 
The other cases in Caesar where "hio" follows its noun 
a.re: Book IV--17, "Retionem pontis hanc instituit" and VII--20, 
"Romani si casu intervenerint, fortunae ••••• huic habendam grat-
iam." 
"c:"-~. ~,.,.,...,..1;.-....... ....... t-~~~""--"''""'•'"""· ~--a"."':;#'"'~-""""\ r:P..,~.C.~. 
J. I/!). ·-7 J f' ~ ,o-{ ··~. l <J:"''l.-ct...~( /1::..t.4-'l.- , 
.J 
17. 
As will be observed from the table, Cicero uses the 
demonstratives following these nouns much more frequently than 
Caesar. Where the percentage is 99.38 in Caesar it is only. 
94.33 in Cicero. The unusual order is explained by the style. 
Cicero. places the demonstr'ati ve in the unusual :position, fol-
lowing its noun, in order to secure emphasis. Some illustrat-
ions follow: In Cat. IV--10., "Quodsi aliquando alicuius furore 
et scelere concitata manua ista plus valuerit." In Cat. I--12, 
"Unius usuram horae gladiatori isti ad vivendum non dedissem." 
In the oration "Pro Archie Poeta", we have three illust-
rations of 1§. following its noun. In each case the demonstra-
tive is followed immediately by a relative clause having 1.§. as 
an antecedent. The passages are: Pro. Arch.--3, "Nactus est 
primum consules ~' quorum alter res ad scribendum maximas," 
Pro. Arch.--10,: "sires~. quas gessimus." 
I'ro. Arch.--12, "Quare oonservate hominem pudore .!Q_, quem 
videtis comprobsri." 
l 
In the use of hie following the noun, we find that in 
each case the noun iS also modified by another ad·~eotive, as, 
In Cat.IV--8, "genus hoc universum amantissimum est otii" and 
again in the same chapter, "qui denique non cursum ~ otio-
sum vitae ·suae salvu.m esse velint." In Cat. IV--7, "lux den-
ique ~ ipsa." 
It will be noted from the table that ~ occurs more 
I 
often following its noun than all other demonstratives togeth-
er. Here, then, is material for the statement of the gra~­
marians quoted above--that ille follows when it means "that 
famous" or "well known." The best known illustrations given 
to support this theory are, De Imp. 9, "ut ex eodem Ponto 
18 
Medea illa quondam :profugesse dicitur" and again Pro Arch--9, 
"Theomistoclem illwn summum Athenis virum," and perhaps Pro. 
Arch--10, "Norn nisi Ilias ~ exti tisseti' Certainly in these 
illustrations ille could be made to have this meaning. It is 
worth while to investigate the remaining cases where ille fol-
lmvs its noun. In Cat. IV--10, we read: "Sit Scipio olarus 
~, cuius consilio atque virtute, "--where if ille means ·famous, 
we have two words with the same meaning modifying Scipio, and 
' again in the same chapter, "habeatur vir egreg;lfM.s Paulus ille," 
an almost parallel passage to the one just quoted. These are 
the only illustrations where ille follows a proper name, where - ,, 
it would seem the .clearest use of the•meaning''wel~d occur. 
In Pro. Aroh.--3, we find, "Erat temporibus illis inoundus Q. 
Metallo ille Humidico." In the first~ no such meaning can 
be given, and in the latter place it qualifies Numidico in part-
icular, which it precedes. In Prd. Arch. ~-9, "Cum interfeotis 
ducibus depressa hostium classis est, incredibilis apud Tenedum 
pugna illa navalis," we might read into ille such a meaning 
thQugh not of necessity is it to be so understood. In Cat. I--9 
and· II--6, we. read "Aquilam illam. argenteam," in II--11, "gla.dia·, ,, 
tori ill·'-•" III--8, "consules illi, but in II--1 "Nulla iam 
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perniciea a monstro !ll.2," and in II--6, "partem illt(Jll subsell-
iorum," where any such meaning of ille is ridiculous. In Cat.-
II--3, needs especial attention as ~ occurs three times in 
that section, each time modifying "exercitum." Line 6, "ego 
lllum exercitum prae Gallican1s·1egionibus ••••• ~ui vadimonia 
deaerere quam illum exeroitum maluerunt," but L. 19, "Merrt'1lll-
tote non tam exercitum illum ease nobis quam has, qui exercit-
um deseruerunt." Here again it is impossible ·to give~ any 
..... 
such meaning,·nor indeed in In Cat. I--3, nootem· illam su:perior-
" em and P~o. Imp. 4, "ut initia ~ verurn gestarum magna atque 
praeciara" can the belief be supported. 
On·the other hand we have evidence of~ used preceding 
its noun when this particular meaning could be as well gi v_en 
as any of the oases cited, for instance Pro. Arch. a. "Quari suo ,, 
iure noster ille Ennius. 9. "Ita.que !lli Marius item L. Plot-
ium dilexit" or again L. 9, "ipsi illi c. Mario" again L. 40 
"Omnes .llll :Maximi, Marcelli, Fulvii," Chap. 10, "Quam multos 
scriptores •••••••• Magnus ~Alexander." Chap~/ 11, "Iam vero 
!lli Fulvi:us non dubite.vitn ••••• L. 17, "Ipsi .!ll1 philosophi 
etiam in.iis libellis" ••••• or In Cat. III-:--4, "Lentulum •••• 
confermasse •••• se eeae terti\nn illum Cornelium." It will be 
I 
observed that in all but one of these instances ille precedes 
a p;roper noun and could very easily be translated "that famous;" 
There are eight of these where ille can have this meaning, 
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whereas there are only three possible instances where it follows 
the noun. "Ilias illa," "Themistoclem illum," and "Medea illa," 
quoted above. 
Certainly the meaning o:f"well lmown" is not limi.ted to a 
post-positive ille. 
The relatives and interrogatives without exception precede. 
The Roman's love of easy transition and close connection be-
tween sentences is well illustrated by the placing of relatives 
first. This is also true of the demonstratives, the larger 
percentage of which is used to point backward to a thought in 
the previous sentence or paragraph. There are 123 relative and 
51 interrogative modifiers in Caesar and 39 relative and 57 
interrogative modifiers in Cicero. 
Cicero, I find, uses many more possessives than Caesar as 
there are 412 in the seven orations which cover a much smaller 
area than the seven books of Caesar in which there are 349. 
The following table will show the possessives both authors use 
and the number of times they occur: 
Preceding 
Possessives Caesar Cicero 
M:eus • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 51 • 
nester • • • • • • • 57 • • • • 32 , 
tuus •• • • • • • • 0 • • • .50 • 
vester , t • • • • • 4 • • • • 53 • 
suus • • • • • •• 174 • • •• 45 • 
Total. • • • • • • 238 • • • 231 • 
Following 
Caesar Cicero 
• • • • • 0 • • • 36 
• • • • • 39 • • • 30 
• • • • 39 
• • • • . 1 • • • 56 
• • • . • • 71 • • • 40 
• • • • 111 • • • 181 
The percentage this gives is 62.2 for preceding possessives 
in Caesar and 56.08 in Cicero. 
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Only two grammarians make a statement about pronominalsJ 
Hale and Bu.ck singling out ullus and nullus for special mention 
and· Harkness says they precede their nouns. The following . 
table will illustrate their use: 
:Pronominals 
alius • • • • • • 
Preceding 
Caesar Cicero 
• Z2 t t • 11 • • 
Following 
Caesar Cicero 
• • • • 4 • • • 0 
alter • • • • • • • 18 •••• 5 t • • • • • 1 •. • • 0 
millus. • • • • • • 4'7 • • • 40 • • • • •• 4 • • • 4 
nounullus • 
, I. 
0 • .1 • • 9 • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 0 ~.~·. 
ullus • • • • • • • 19 • • • 18 • • • • • ... 1 • 
·;z:·~~-- 7r..:-~ --··----I '-' 
uter. • • • • • • • .1· • • • .o • • • • • • 0 • 
solus • • • • • •• • .2 •••• 1 •• • • • • 3 • 
tali s • • • • • • • • 5 • • • • 1 • • • • • • 0 • .,.,, ...... -~." ~- ·f'""' 
&--
tentus. • . • 'JO • • • • • 
. 3 
• •· • 0 • • 92 • • • • 
Total ••.••••• tta-••• 163 •••••• 14 ••• 1'7 
2 . .03 I;,? /3 ,J 
rFrom this table it will appear that not only nullus and ullus 
but all the pronominals normally precede, some others having a 
higher percentage than the two mentioned by Mr. Hale. In fact, 
except for demonstratives and relatives for which there is an 
obvious reason for precedence, the pronominals have a higher 
percentage than any other alas~ of modifiers yet examined. In 
Caesar this is 93.9 percent and in Cicero 90.86 per cent. 
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Where tantus in Caesar occurs 70 times preceding and never 
after its noun, in Cicero we find it six times in such phrases 
as: nutinam copiam tantam haberetis!" ·.Pro. Imp. --9, "Haec 
exampla tanta ac nova" ch. 21, when it seems to be used rhet-
orically after the noun.~'. 
The following table will show the indefinite pronouns 
Caesar and Cicero use and their number: 
Indefinites 






• 12 •• • 6 • • • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 
12 •• •• 16 • • • • • • • 3 . .. •• 10 
quisque. • • • • 11 • • • 0 • • • • • •• 1 • • • • 3 
quidam • • • • • • 6 • •• 23 •• • • • • • 2 • • • • 6 
qnivis •• • • • .4 • • • 0 • • • • • • • 0 • • • .• 0 
quispiam • • • • .1 • • • 0 • • • • • • .o •• • • 0 
uterque. • • • • 15 • • • 0 • • • • • • .1 • • •• 0 
quisqua.m • • • • .o • •• 1 • • • • • • .o • • • • 0 
Total. • • • • • 61 • • .46 • • • • • • • 7 • • • .-se--
1 /? 
The percentage is 89.7 for those preceding in Caesar and 
69.69·per cent for those in Cicero. Aliquis is used more 
frequently than any other following its noun, being fairly ,. ,, " ,, 
common in such expressions as vis aliqua, fatum aliquod, and 
others similar. 
I have excluded also the proper adjectives from the bulk 
remaining unclassified and found there were 62 of these in 
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Caesar. Of course this does not include Romanus in the stereo-
typed expression, "populus Romanus" which I have classified, 
elsewhere. Forty of these 62 preceded their nouns and 22 fol-
lowed. There are very few proper adjectives in Oicero--only 
41--and here is the only instance where the percentage of any 
class of adjectives is in favor of those following the noun. 
In view of the fact that not so much ground was.covered in 
Cicero as in Caesar this evidence is not of particular weight. 
Twenty-five o:f the forty-one follow. 
There are many noun modifiers which occurring largely in 
.a fixed order we have come to consider as always following 
·that order and so call them stereotyped expressions. In both 
authors I have catalogued these separately and they are so 
listed: 
Caesar 
o.es alienum • • • • • • l • 
civis Romanus • • 
consul designatus 
di immortalis • • 
*1atus apertum • • 
• • • 0 • 
• • • 0 • 
. . .. 5 • 
• • • 6 • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • •• • • 
• • • • • 
**navis longa • • • • • • 4 • • • • • • 
*See ab aperto latere B. G. II--23. 
**see longarum navium B. G. V--8. 
Cicero 
• • • 7 
• • • 4 
• • • l 
• • .31 
• • • 0 
• • • 0 
ora maritima •• • • • 
pSntifex maximus • • • 
patres conscript!. • • 
populus·Romanus. • • • 
res familiaris • • • • 
res frumen~aria. • • • 
res publics.. • • • • • 
res militaris. • • • • 
Ca.ese,r 
I ' 
• .4 • • • • 
Cicero 
• • . ... • 3 
• • 0 • • • • • • • • • 1 
• .o • • • • • • • • • 21 
• 67 • • • • • • • • • 60 
• .3 • • . • • • • • • 0 
• 23 • • • • • • • . ' . 1 
• 14 • .. . . . • • • 140 
• 12 •• • • • • • • • 0 
*se· suaque omnia. • • • • / ?_ • • • • • • • • • o 
Total • • • • •• • • • • .139 •••••••• 269 
= 16 ... I 
Caesar Cicero 
dextrum cornu • • • • • • 6 • • • • • • • •• 0 
**nova res • • • • • • • • .3 . ... . . • • • • • l 
***novissimum agmen • 
sinistrum cornu 
• • •• a ••• • • • • • • • 0 
• • • • • 3 • • • • • • • • • 0 
Total • • • • • • • ••• 20 •• • • • • • • • J. 
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It will be observed that the number of stereo~yped 
·phrases in which the adjective follows the noun is much larger 
than the reverse order. 
· This leaves, then, that large number of adjectives spok-
en of above which do not yield themselves to classification, 
*already counted on P.~ 
**see rerum novarum 
n " 
B. G. I--18. 
n V--6. 
***see agmen novissimum B. G. VI--8. 
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and which I have been forced to call miscellaneous. The list 
in.both Caesar and Cicero follows: 
Those preceding in Caesar are: absimilis, acclivis, 
ac~tissimus, adversus, aequu~, aequior, aequissimus, aestivus, 
alienus, al ternus,anceps, antiquissimus.1 apertus, ape,ttissimus,. 
aridus, assiduus, asperius, barbarus, bellifls, bonus, caerul-
. . ' " 
eus, cq_mpester, celer, certus, certior, certissimus, clandes-
tinus, clarior·, communis, commodior, oommodissimus, continens, 
continuus, contrarius, conolusus, confertissimus, cupidissimus, 
declivis, decumanus, densior, densissimus, demissus, desperatus, 
diveraus, di£ficilis, domestious, dubius, durws, durissimus, 
egregius, equester, eximius, expeditior, facilis, falsus, fer-
acissimus, ferreus, ferus, fertilissimus, firmus, firmissimus, 
floreus, :florentissimus, fortissimus, fraternus, gravis, grav-
/(. . 
ior, gravissimus, honestus, ho,tl,ibilfl..S, humilis, idoneus, il-
,. I 
. . 
listris, illustrior, impe,n...tus, imped..--tus, imprudens, impensus, 
. 
improbus, inanis, incertus, incolunus, incredibilis,~rmis, . . 
L (. ': · infirmus, infinitus, iJllquus, inquissimus, inimicus, inopinll:lq3, 
s ~ i•oius, insignia, instabilis, integer, imiaitatue, inutilis, 
0 • ~ 
invictus, iustus, ilistissimus, legionaizRis, lenis, levis,lev-
ior, liber, ma;ltimus, medi~is, mediterraneus, melior, mili-
,· 
taris, miser, mirus, mu11itissimus, mut'alis, nativus, navalis, 
necessarius, nefarius, nobilis, nobilissimus, notissimus, novus, 
! 
novissimus, nudus, oocultus, optatissimus, opp~rtunissimus, 
opportunus, onerarius, optimus, paoatissimus, patrius, pedester, 
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perditus, planus, praetorius, praeoeps, pravus, privatus, 
p~stinus, potentissimus, publicus, pueri)is, pulche!rimus, 
quietior, quiestissimus, rarus, regius, remissus, sanctissimus, 
secundus, secundior, secundissimus, seperatus, servitis, 
semotus, silvestris, similis, singularis, seditio~s, tener, 
tenuis, terrenus, tenuissimus, turpissimus, .tri tus, urbanus, 
vacuus, varius, vastus, vastissimus. 
Those following in Caesar are: adversus, aequissimus, 
alacer, alae.rior, albus, amicissimus, apertus, arduus, aureus, 
barbarus, bellicosus, callidus, certus, certior, communis, 
~ copiosissimus, cupidus, declivis, desertus, delllsissimus, 
difficilis, divinus, editus, editior, equester, erectus, exped-
itus, ferus, ferreus, fidelis, firmus, fortes, fortissimus, 
.. 
,A, . 
fraternus, ff4gidissimus, fructuosissimus, honestus, honest-
issimus, honorificus, humilis, idoneus, igno~lis, imp«ratus, 
.. 
impedi tus, imperi tus, inania·, inoar(tus, incoltrJ1tfs, inerlllis, 
iniquus, iniquior, inimious, inopinQJtS, invitus, iustus, leg-
1 
ionarius, mediocris, militaris, msllis, natalis, navalis, nobil-
issimus, novus,. opportunus, opportunissimus, ornatissimus, 
pateus, paratissimus, pianior, plenus, pot'entissimus, praerup-
tis, praetorius, privatus, publious, sano~us, sceleratus, 
seoundus, silvestris, stipendarius, temerari~s, terrenus, 
. . 
tutior, vastus, varius, velocissimus. 
Those preceding in Cicero are: aorior, acerrimus, acer-
bissimus, adultus, aeternus, aequus, aequissimus, adventicus, 
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agrestie, alternus, alienus, amantissimus, amplissimus, anceps, 
antelucenus, apertus, bellicus, bonus, castrensis, aapitalis, 
oeleber, certus, certissimus,_ ci vilis, olarus, clarissimus, 
communis, commemorabilis, consularis, consceleratissimus, oru-
entus, crudelissimus, cupidus, desperatus, debilitatus, diffi-
cilis, di~similis, diligentissimus, disiunctissimus, divinus, 
diversus, domestidus, doctus, dubius, egregius, erectus, erud-
i tissimus, eximius, exitiosus, exoelleris, faoilis, fatalis, 
festus, fidilis, firmus, firmissimus, fOedissimus, fOederatus, 
flagitiosus, forensis, fortis, for~issimus, fortunatus, fort-
unatissimus, funestus, furiosus, gratus, gravis, gravissimus, 
honestus, honestissimus, horrib·ilis, hostilis, humilis, hum.anus, 
humanissimus, improbus, improbissimus, impius, importunus, im-
portunissimus, inanis, inauditus, incertus, incredibilis, in-
• oolumis, iners, infestus, infinitus, iJl.i!licus, iniustus, imusit-
atus, insidiosus, insepultus, insperatus, integer, integerrim-
us, intestinus, insolitus, invictus, iUdicalis, iastus, labor-
iosissimus, lectissimus, libertinus, locuples, m~, mani-
:1 
festus, maritimus, melior, meritus, miser," miserrimus, milit-
aris, mixtun1, mollis, muni tissimus, navalis, nefs.rius, nobil-
issimus, notus, nevus, occultus, optimus, patrius, patricius, 
pedester, perditus, perditissimus, periculosissimus, pernici-
osus, perfectus, perpetuus, popularis, potentissimu~, prae-
clerus, preeolerissimus, pristinus, privatus, profligatus, 
publicus, puloherrimus, rusticus, salvus, sanctissimus, sap-
ieus, sapientissimus, scaenicus, senatorius, servilis, se0i3rus, 
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severissimus, similis, singularis, taetrus, tempestivus, tol-
erabilis, tutus, tutissimus, urbanus, varius, vehemens, verus, 
victor. 
Those in Cicero which follow are: acer, acerbissimus, 
aeger, agr£'stis, alienigenus, amantissimus, amicissimus, am-
plissimus, apertus, argenteus, atrox, audax, audacissimus, bar-
barus, barbatus, beatus, bonus, oallidus, carissimus, celer-
rism~s, oertus, civilis, clarissimus, communis, contrarius, 
continu'S, consceleratus, oonsularis, copiosus, delicatus, des-, .. 
peratus, difficilis, diligens, disiunctissimus, diversus, div-
inus, domesticus, durus, egregius, excellens, eximius, exer-
ci tatissimus, familiarissimus, falsus, florentissimus, falsus, 
~loreBtieoiffttts, fidelis, fortis, fortissimus, fortunatus, form-
idolosissimus, gelidus, gladiatorius, gnavus, gravis, gravis-
simus, honestissimus, humanus, imperatorius, impudicus, impro-
bis, imbf.rbis, immortalis, inanis, incolumis, infinitus, infam-
us, iniquus, intestinus, industrius, innocens, inM'tilis, in-
1 
I 
credibilis, infestissimus, inlustris, integer, iriv:iAotus, itts-
1:' 
·tus, lectus, lectissimus, legitimus, lentus, lenissimus, lep-
iclus, liber, li tteratissimus, locuples, looupletissimus, luct-
uosus, maritimus, manifestus, melior, militaris, miser, miser-
rimus, mitissimus, modestissimus, mutus, nauticus, navalis, 
nefarius, nefandus, necessarius, nitidus, nobilis, nevus, nud-
us, obscurus, otiosus, optimus, patrius, paratus, patentissi-
mus, paratissimus, permodistus,peritissimus, periculosus, 
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pernicisus, perditissimus, peradolescens, popularis, praetor-
ius, praeclarus, privetus, pulcherri:nius, puerilis, publicus, 
religiosissimus, regius, sanus, sauciu.s, sauctissimus, sceler-
atus, severus, salvus, secundus, silvistris, singularis, simi-
lis, stabilis, tacitus, taetrus, tenuis, transmarinus. timidus, 
' tutus, urbanus, verus, vehemens, vigilius. These total 521 in l l Caesar, 367 of which precede and 154 follow. In Cicero there 
l are 603 of this class 376 of which precede and 227 follow which 
is 62.35 per cent while in Caesar it is 70.44 per cent. for 
those preceding. While a smaller amount of Cicero is includ-
ed in this paper yet it is interesting to note that the number 
of miscellaneous adjectives he used is much larger than in the 
seven books of Bellu.m Gallicum. Here, too, the kind of prose 
explains the free use of.the adjective. 
The phrase with the monosyllabic preposition is a favorite 
.f •::» """ 
;.') i' 
usage in Caesar, as I find Bjf6 of them, ab, ad, cum, de. ex, 
. in, and sub being the most common. There are 118 ·1nstances 
where the adjective precedes the monosyllabic preposition and 
1i 
94 of the order--preposition, noun, adjective, the greater 
bulk--624--being of the order, preposition, adjective, noun. 
The largest number of examples of the adjective preceding 
the preposition occurs with the relative :pronoun. Here again 
we see the reason,--the relative being placed outside of the 
phrase for closer relation to the thought in the preceding 
clause. The same is true of the interrogative which is often 
placed before the :pre:posi ~~<?n!, ., Ne~t in frequency occurs the 
. ' 
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pronominal adjective, especially alius and alter, which are 
used sixteen times in the seven books, suoh expressions as "aliie~ 
de causis, ',' "alters. ex parte" and "nullo own periculo" occur-
ring rather frequently. Next comes magnus, which we find 
fourteen times, "magno cum perioulon being familiar to the 
Latin student, but we find just as frequently in Caesar, "ex 
magna copia," "cum magno numero" or in .one instance, "cum 
voce magna." There are also five instances of an adjective 
preceding a preposition of two syllables, "ante" being so 
used, as in the expression, "paucis ante diebus~ 
Comparatively few of these phrases are found in Cicero--
only thirty-nine out of a total of ~58 in the seven orations. 
Here, too, as in Caesar the largest number occur in the use 
9f the relative and interrogative and particularly in such 
phrases as "qua.m ob rem" "quo ex genera" etc, and yet in the 
same chapter with the latter expression I find also In Cat. 
II--8 nexfiuibus generibus." As in Caesar there is found 
"summum in periculum," "al tera ex parte," "tantis. in labor-
ibus11 and "uno ex loco," but where such expressions occur 
once in Caesar we have many times "in stunmo imperatore," "in 
tantis ingeniia," and ''in uno homine" this order being, in 
.fact the normal and usual one. 
Mention should also be made here of cases in Cicero where 
the noun is limited by two adjectives :when the order.is one 
preceding and one following the noun. As this order does not 
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occur in Caesar it seems to belong to the more elevated style 
of diction. The instances of" this order are: In Cat. IV--2 
"aequo animo_atque parato," Pro Arch. 7--"moderatissimus hom-
ines et oontinentissimus," Pro Maro. 1 "inoredibilem sapient-
iam divinam" Pro Maro. 8 "a swnmis hominitius eruditissimus" 
Pro Maro 11 "magila res et iltcundQ.~'· Tnes I have grouped se-. 
parately as being instances of unusual and rhetorical usage. 
We have also the statement in some of the grammars that 
multus when used with another adjective or participle is 
separated from that adjective by a connective• In Caesar we 
find that multus is so used twice in Book II--25 and IV--10. 
,, " 
In the latter section we find\Multis ingentibusque insulis 
but in the preceding\ "mul tis gravibus 1)ulneribus." In Cicero 
this occurs six times. In Cat. I--2 nmultis meis et firmis 
praesidiis" I--4 "mul tis ac smnmis viris," II--13 "mul tis et 
non dubiis signifioationibus." But yet there are three of this 
type: In Cat. III, L. 2, "multos fortis viros," L. 10 the same 
and Pro Arch 11, "multi summi homines." So it seems that we 
find as ma~y instances when the connection is not used with 
multus as when it is used to connect it with another adjective. 
No formal division of the genitives into classes will be 
made except in a few instances where peculiarities are ob-
servable. 
There are 2138 genitives in Caesar limiting nouns direot~ 
ly. Predicate genitives are not included in this list. The 
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percentage of those occurring after the noun is only slightly 
greater than those preceding, but this total includes all 
. ,, 
It •• " genitives, even those with causa and gratia which if excluded 
would throw the balance even more in favor of those following. 
An.examination of the cases where the noun was also lim-
ited by an adjective as well as a genitive, led to these re-
sults. There are 301 of such cases in Caesar and the order 
adjective--genitive--noun occurs in 124 of them, the order 
being adjective-•noun--genitive in 163 and·genitive--adject-
" ive--noun in 14-as for example "armorum magna pars .II--32. 
An illustration, "quarum rerum magnam .partem" II--2o is ex-
plained by the linking of "quarumn to the preceding sentence 
and hence it carries with it its noun before the qualifying 
adjective·. Practically all of the instances of this arrange-
ment are of this type (note "fortunae quoque eventus varii 
sequebantur11 II--22, "fortunaerr being made emphatic by its 
unusual position as well as by the addition of quoque). 
In Cicero there is much greater irregularity in the 
arrangement of the genitive and adjective qualifying a ·noun 
than in Caesar. Curiously the use adjective--genitive--noun, 
and adjective--noun--genitive is evenly balanced, both being 
used 61 times, the use noted in Caesar, genitive,--adjective,--
noun occurring eight times. ·One illustration, In Cat. III--1, 
"hodierno die deorum immortalium summo erga vos amore" re-
presents the highly involved arrangement of words used by the 
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orator. Another example "~ omnis motus" In Cat. II--12 
illustrates no·t only this arrangement but the use of the pro-
noun early in the sentence, as does also In Cat. II--10 "guor-
!!!!!. omnis industria vitae." Other arrangements of the modifi-
ers both genitive and adjective of a noun are found in the 
follow.ing passages: In Cat. II--11, " Iam vero urbes Colon-
iarum ••••••• respondebunt. Catilinae tumulis silvestribus." In 
Cat. II-•11, "cum •••••• Oatilina scortorum cohortem praetoriam." 
Still. another arrangement occurs in these passages: In Cat. II--
6, "principes eius ordinis partem illam subselliorum." In Cat. 
IV--8, "lenonem quendam Lentuli concursare circwn tabernas'T 
Pro Arch p, "Metellus homo sanctissimus modestissimusque ·.2.!!!-
!!i!!!!!.. 1f 
A study of the partitive genitive brought out some inter-
esting facts. In Caesar there are 80 preceding for 209 follow-
ing. Of these the genitive with pars occurs 71 times, 57 fol-
lowing its noun and 14 times preceding. With the pronoun or 
adjective (tantus, aliquid, nihil, etc.), the genitive preced-
ing is still more uncommon, only five out of the total number 
of 66 times that it occurs. B. G. IV--1, "privati ac separati 
~ apud eos nihil est," certainly a very unusual and vivid 
way of calling attention to this curious custom of the Suebi. 
In VI--35 again, "pre.esidii tantum est," which occurs in a 
rather oratorical flight where Caesar gives the exact words of 
a speech by a German captive. 
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In Cicero 16 partitive genitives precede their nouns, 
while 72 follow. Cicero follows Caesar arrangement of genit-
ive following the adjective or pronoun. Only five times out 
of the total of 60 does it precede. Some of the passages fol-
low: De Imp--1, "Nuno cum et auctoritates in me tantum sit" 
where "auctoritatesn refers back to the principal thought in 
the preceding sentence. De Imp. 20, "In quo novi constitui 
nihil vult q. Catulus." As in the examples cited in Caesar 
the genitive preceding the adjective is emphatic and unusual. 
When the genitive is a personal or a relative pronoun the 
tendency is to place 1 t before its noun, which aoco:unt·s for a 
very large percentage of the genitives given above. There are 
298 of such genitives in Caesar. This includes all pronouns, 
but of course these are principally is and the relative. 232 
of them precede their nouns, or a percentage of 77.85 but in 
Cicero the percentage is even greater. For 109 genitives pre-
ceding the nouns they limit there are only 13 following, or 
89.34 per cent. The reason for this large percentage is of 
I 
course ~o give unity to the paragraph by a close connection 
with the preceding sentence. 
The following expressions, occurring practically always 
in a fixed order, have been catalogued: 
Caesar Cicero 
iudicium senatus • . • • • l • • • • • • • • • • 0 
matres familiae or-as._ .4 • • • . . ~ • • • • 1 
*milia passuum • • • • • 4:9 • • • • • • • • • • 0 
04.bis terrae or-arum • • l • • • • • • • • • •. 6·· 
·pater familiae or familias 1 • • • • • • 1 
sena tus :populi Romani • .1 • • • • .,,,,../ • • • • • O ,..,.,. 
tribunus militum • • • .17 • ./.. • • • • • • O 
,:_../' 
tribunus plebis • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • 2 
Total • • • • • • • • • 74 • • • • • • • • • .10 
And those in which the genitive precedes are: 
Caesar Cicero 
senatus consultum •••• • • 2 • • • • • • • 7 
rerum natura ••••••••• 1 • • • . .. •• 0 
Total • • • • • • • • • • . • • 3· • • • • • • • 7 
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. Again it will be seem that those following the noun constitute 
a much larger class than those preceding. 
Omitting, then, the relative and is, the stereotyped phrases 
• \ If I~,~ ff 
mentioned above, and the genitive with'oausa and gratia, the 
genitives in Caesar number 1672, of which 977 follow their 
nouns. With the same omi~sions in Cicero, the genitive preced-
ing is much more frequently found than in Caesar. Of the 927 
genitives 521 follow.and 406 precede. If these that I have 
.. ,, 
*see passuum XIII milibus IV~-11. 
omitted as so universally preceding are added, the balance is 
in favor of the preceding genitive in Cicero, 546 of the 1070 
having this arrangement. 
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Another question that frequently arises in the study of· 
prose and which Allen and Greenough mention: "A modifier of a 
phrase or of some part of it is often embodied within the 
phrase" deserves some attentinn. Caesar employs great liberty 
in this usage. Within two lines we read I--10, "per agrum 
Seguanorum ••••••• iter in Santonum fines facere, qui non le~ge 
a Tolosatium funbus absunt." We can well believe this use is 
varied constantly for the sake of euphony, and for the purpose 
of avoiding monotony, as is found in our own language. The 
percentage of genitive modifiers following the phrase is not 
large--61.22%--b~t by this, it is clear that Caesar more often 
used the expression, "in conspectu Galliae" and similar :phrases 
than :he did. "ad proximi diei oppugnationim~' Cicero, however, 
uses the more poetical form of the genitive :preceding the noun 
I 
in 95 of 152 cases, "in populi Romani nomine," "in hostium 
poteet.ate," "post hominum memoriam," being the more ordinary 
form of expression. But when the substantive governed by the 
preposi.tion is also modified by a possessive as nae sua ac 
militum salute" this is the usual arrangement in both authors. 
The participles I have classed by themselves and shall so 
consider them. In dealing with the participle the natural dif-
ficulty arose of determining whether certain words had lost 
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their participial force and had become adjectives. 'I em aware 
that some I have classed as adjectives may more prope·rly belong 
with the participles, but where there is so much question and 
indecision among grammarians I have allowed the demarcation be-
tween adjective and participle to be rather indistinct. 
With the participial modifiers I have also classed, (a) 
the gerund--its position with relation to-the noun it modifies, 
and (b) the gerU.ndive. 
In both;Caesar and Cicero the position of the participial 
modifier is normally after its noun. Of the 368 in Caesar only 
68 precede and in Cicero the pe·rcentage is higher still only 
30 out of 178 preceding. The use seems to vary much as it ·does 
in English, depending largely upon whether the author has in 
mind the actor or the acti~n as being most important. 
The gerundives, too, follow this rule in Caesar and 87 of 
the 132 he uses follow the nouns they modify. I find only 48 
in the.seven orations of Cicero and the number preceding and 
following are exactly equal. · 
The gerund, too, shows no preferenceJvarying, it seems, 
merely as the author wishes. 
I have also examined the Ablative Absolute to note the 
position of the noun with relation to that of the participle or 
adjective composing it. ~here are 901 of this oonstruotion in 
Caesar, which number will, no doubt, be no matter of surprise 
to the second year Latin student,. but it may be a surprise to 
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those who· are accustomed to think that the participle follows 
the noun nine times out of ten to find that in 349 of these 901 
he uses this order: . "desparatis nostris rebus,"· or more ·often 
.still when the noun is limited by an adjective: "omni p~ata 
Gallfa." The percentage, however, is largely in favor of the 
adjective-•noun--participle order. The nwnber of adjectives . 
used in .ablative absolutes in Caesar -a110 comparatively small, 
though here, too, there might be room ·for syntactical argument. 
The number of ablative absolutes in Cicero is so small--54--
that no statement can be made of them except to say that here, 
too, the participle more frequently follows. 
It is interesting to note that when Caesar begins a des-· 
oription of a battle or of any scene where action predominates 
the use of the ablative absolute simultaneously appears, show-
.1 
ing how conciseness and rapidity of action is a4-ded by this 
device of"the Romans. In contrast, compare_ Book VI where Caesar 
gives a long treatment of the religion, government, life and 
I 
customs of the Gauls, and it will be found that the number of 
ablative absolutes is comparatively few. 
This, then, is a statement in detail of all the noun mod~. 
ifiers ·of all classes found throughout the two authors covered. 
I shall now compare these results with the sections of the 
grammars quoted at the beginning of the paper. The Roman 
numerals correspond to those sections and the number of the 
page given refers to the page where the discussion of that 
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subject was given. 
I. 
Upon the emphatic place in the sentence I_ shall not dwell 
as nothing in my investigation has led to a conclusion upon 
this subject. We are concerned in this paper only with the 
position of the noun modifiers. 
II. 
In treating of the order of words all the grammarians 
quoted state that the modifiers of the noun follow it. O~r 
treatment of the different classes of adjectives an~ other noun 
modifiers shows what is the normal order of words in a sentence. 
III. 
Allen and Greenough's statement that adjective or noun 
precedes depending upon the emphasis will serve for isolated 
examples, but the difficulty lies in seeing why, if this is 
true in sentences prac·tioally alike in thought and emphasis; 
the noun should precede in one and the adjective in the other. 
To find what is the general rule is the only answer to this 
1[ 
problem •. To make emphasis.alone a rule for the position of 
the adjective is dangerous for in an often inclined to place 
emphasis upon a word which Caesar may not have felt as em-
phatic~ _;To quote· certain passages • In Book VI--22 certainly 
we should feel that "certum" in the passage "Nequi quisquam 
agri modum certum ant fines habet proprios" is emphatic, or 
, 
again in Book IV--12 "In his vir fortissimus P~ Aquitanius" 
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.that "fort1·saimus" was the very quality that brought about this 
hero's· death. According to Allen and Greenough an emphatic 
adjective could never follow its noun. As Mr. Green points 
out in his article in the School Review atque, non solum •••••• 
sed etiam-, and such connectives laying emphasis as they most 
certainly do upon the word following them proves that progress-
ive emphasis in Latin is the rule. 
Often thes.e adjectives that follow their nouns are equi-
valent to a relative clause adding a distinctly new and differ-
ent thought or idea to the sentence. A few illustrations fol-
low. B. G. IV--22: nquod homines barbari et nostrae c·onsue-
tudinis imperiti"--VII--15-- 11Defensores oppido idonei deli-
gimtur." In Cicero this occurs· espec-ially often in such cases 
a.s: "Hi.pueri tam lenidi ae delicatin In Cat. II--10: "cum iam 
nemo tam improbus tam perditus tam tui. similis inveniri potent" 
This order is particularly true where the modifiers are com-
pound almost one half of the total number of postposition ad-
jectives being of this class. The most satisfactory way to 
arrive at a conclusion of the arrangement of the adjective 
modifier, as I have tried to show, is to classify the adject-
ives in so far as is possible and watch for their manifesta-
tions in these groups. 
Ad~eotives in prepositional phrases. 
It is true a monosyllabic preposition does sometimes 
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occur between an adjective and its noun, but the percentage of 
these occasions is very small,--only .13.9,--and the other order 
mentioned above--preposition--noun--adjeotive where the per 
cent. is 11.2 is not mentioned by the grammars. Students often 
get a wrong impression f~om this statement of the grammars, be-
lieving that Caesar always said: "summam in spemn but forget-
·ting that he much more frequently used the expression: "in sum-
mum periculum" and "ad summam felici ta.tern." Too much emphasis 
I 
. . . ~ -
upon magno preceding the preposition in "magno cum ~e)t~ulo" 
will ca.use the student to overlook the more normal and usual 
erpression "cum magno nunero. ~~ Oacasionally, also, the car-
dinals are used before the preposition, the use being pract-
ically confined to such expressions as "una exparti" "duabus 
de causis," and even then we find . just as frequently "in una 
pa.rte." Aside from the cardinals and a few almost stereotyped 
expressions among which I should include "magno cwn periculo," 
"summa cum laude," ,and "altera ex parte" the prevailing order 
i 
as is proved by the figures is preposi tion--adjec,ti ve--noun. 
III( 2 ) ~ 1. 
With reference to adjectives of quantity including those 
of size and indefinite number as was shown 89.62 per cent pre-
cede their nouns in Caesar and 80.14 per cent precede in Cicer9. 
Some of these adjectives, noticeably multus, pauci, reliquus, 
and totus so almost universally.precede· that these solitary ex-
amples need attention: "Galliae totius :princi:patu.m obtinerent" 
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VI-..;.12, and "civitates religuas legationibus sollicitant" VII--
43. Of the 102 times reliquus is used in both Cicero and Caesar· 
this is the only occasion in all of.the mass of material exam-
\ 
ined when it followed the noun. In Caesar, multus occurs 41 
times but never follows its noun, in Cicero but twice out of 
t;h.e 38 times used and then when used in connection with another 
adjective. The illustration follow: Pro Imp. 9: "Ita nationes .. 
multae atque magnae" and 22: "sed aliae quoque virtutes animi 
magnae et multae requiruntur." This evidence is strong enough 
to convince us that only in exceptional cases a.id Caesar or 
Cicero employ the adjective of quantity follovring the noun. 
· With regard to Mr. Bennett's note ·on "media urbs", to 
which he gives. the meaning "middle of the c·ity," and to the 
reverse order "the middle city," a careful examination of this 
and similar adjectives in Caesar will not bear out his state-
ment. Let us examine "summus," which according to Mr. Bennett 
would have the meaning "highest part of" when it:preceded its 
noun and 1"highestrr when it followed its noun. In Book I--21 
we read "summum ingum montis ascendere iubet" where obviously 
the meaning is "highest ridge of the mountain." In the fol-
lowing chapter we read: "Prima luce cum summus mons a Labieno 
teneretur," where the meaning is the top of the mountain. 
Again in Book VI--6 9 we read: "Positum erat oppidum in colle 
summo" where the meaning is identical with the last illustrat-
ion quoted "top of the hill." 
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Caesar uses medius following its noun but twice. Book 
I--34 "aliquem locum medium utrisque colloqino deligeret," 
where plainly the adjective has neither of the meanings given 
by Mr. Bennett. The second illustration is I--24, nrpse in-
terim in calla medio triplicem a.ciem instruxit," where the 
medius means ttmiddle of the.hill 11 although it follows the 
noun. 
Neither does extremtis have.this double meaning, I--6 
reads: "Extreinum oppidtun Allolrogum est Geneva," and again in 
a feVI chapters I--10--"oppidum citeriorisprovinciae extrem-
urn." There is no slightest differe.noe in meaning in "extremus" 
in these two passages though in one it precedes and in the 
other it follows. 
In Cicero medius does not occur after the noun ~nd sum-
mus as I have before mentioned does not have the meaning in 
Cicero that it has in Caesar. The following will illustrate 
its wide difference in meaning: Pro.Imp 11 "Numquam a Brun-
disco nisi hieme summa hansmiserent" De Imp 2--"Gloria, quae 
vobis a maioribus cum magna •••••• tum summa~ 
The statement, therefore, is not supported by the fe.ots 
either in Caesar's or.. Cicero's usage. 
III ( 3) 1f. I 3 
With regard to the adjectives I have termed "Relative 
Position," and which are perhaps Mr. Hale's ola.ss nadjectives 
~\ ,., 
of precision" with the exception of the adjective superior 
they practically all precede. This one oocurs as)I have 
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mentioned.above in the ex:pression used so frequently through-
out Caesar, "ex loco superiore." Perhaps this should.have been 
included in the.stereotyped expressions. 
Summus is the most noticeable adjective in this.group, 
occurring 77 ~imes preceding and only once following its noun. 
Its meaning i~ this instance as we have already noted, does 
not differ from the other instances where it precedes. Ex-
tremua also might be noted es occurring only once of 21 times 
I 
following by with the exact meaning as when it precedes. 
IV t(P, I 6 
Three of the grammars quoted divide cardinals and ordin-
als, saying that ordinals follow and cardinals precede. Just 
why this conclusion seems so largely believed is not clear. 
As will be remembered from the examination above, the percent-
age of the ordinals preceding in Caesar is higher than that of 
the cardinals, so that if actual number is any guid7 the state-
ment in the grammars should be reversed, but the percentage of 
those preceding is higher in both cases, but over 
1
il5. 7 per cent 
higher in favor of the ordinals. If the position of any ordin-
al should seem to have been fiEed we would naturally think of 
, II . '\ It •aecima as being that ordinal when used with legi<;>, but such is 
not the case, and neither does it seem that emphasis is a suf-
ficient guide. In I--40 "se cum aola d~cima legione iturum," 
we have a very emphatic place with "decima" preceding, yet in 
just as critical situation--VII--49--we read: "Ipse paulum ex 
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eo loco oum legione X progressus." We must conclude that there 
was no rule nor custom but that personal taste and perhaps eu-
phony had as much influence as emphasis in the matter. 
It is obvious, though, from observance of the many instances 
that the lower numerals both cardinals and ordinals have a de-
cided tendency to precede. This is strikingly true of the or-
dinals where primus occurs in the seven books but once follow-
ing its noun and secundus not at all. 
In the cardinals the percentage is not s~ high, but the . 
cardinal ~ occurs 69 times preceding and eleven times follow-
ing. The distributives are practically always used before the 
noun. 
With circiter and amplius the cardinal and ordinal very 
largely follow.the noun. This is especially true of .the car-
dinal. Cicero gives us hardly enough material in the use of 
the numeral to make a rule concerning him. 
Both authors use the time adjectives preceding the hero 
too, as in so many cases before cited Caesar adheres more 
strictly to the rule than does Cicero. 
v p, /' 
The use of the demonstrative I have already noted at some 
length. Only four times in the seven books does Caesar use the 
demonstrative after the noun. Both Caesar and Cicero use the 
demonstrative after the noun in some instances when it is fol-
lowed immediately by a relative clause. Cicero, however, uses 
much ·greater treedom than Caesar, and we find eleven cases 
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of hie, is, idem, and iste following the noun where there only 
. four instances of this use in Caesar. 
v(l) ?, /<!'. 
With regard to a particular meaning for ille when that de-
monstrative follows its noun Caesar gives us no material since 
he does not use it in this position. It occurs 17 times in 
Cicero. In three of these instances, viz: De Imp 9 "Media illa," 
Pro Arch 9, "Themistoclem illum.," and Fro Arch 10, nilias illa," 
this meaning of "well-lmown" can well apply. The fifteen other 
illustrations, as I have shown, do not support this theory. 
For example consider Pro Arch 3 "temporibus illis," In Cat I 
"a monstro illo" In Cat II--6 "partem illam subselliorum" In 
·cat II--3 "exerci tum illumn De Imp 4 "ini tia illa"--five illus-
trations where no such meaning is possible. On two occasions--
In Cat·: IV--10 "ille" is used after a proper noun and in con-
junc.tion with another adjective whose meaning is "that fe.ijlous." 
In the remaining seven instances "ille" follows a common noun 
where it is impossible.to declare that he had any such meaning 
of ille in mind. On the other hand there are seven occasions 
cited above where ille precedes a proper noun when it is just 
as reasonable and possible to give it the meaning "that fam-
ous" or "well-lmown." 
I find no relation or interrogative following its noun 
' ' 
either in Caesar or in Cicero. 
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VI I . 1? ·A. o . 
Four of the six grammarians quoted at the beginning of this 
paper state that possessives normally or gen~rally or regularly 
follow. In the seven books of Caesar as I have pointed out 
there are 349 possessives and the percentage of those that fol-
low is only 31.79 and the proportion of those preceding is more 
than two to one. In Cicero there is less--discrimination in 
favor of the possessive preceding. This is especially true in 
the possessive "noster," largely due to the prevalence of the 
expression "maiores nostri" which Cicero uses freely. In Caes-
ar, also, noste·r ·follows more often than suus but suus occurs 
more than all other possessives combined and here the percent-
age is 72 per eont. 
VIII ?. ;2_ /. 
It would seem that if the rhetor.ical or emphatic or unus-
ual order mentionea by the different grammars could find place 
among any classof adjectives it would be among the ~ronominals 
and indefinites. The far greater number of pronominals, how-
ever, precede, and of those that follow, as has e.lread7t.been 
pointed out, some are no more emphatic than those that precede •. 
Alter, nonnullus, and tantus have as high a percentage of pre-
cedence as either ullus or nullus mentioned by Mr. Hale. Tantus 
is never used by Caesar after the noun, though Cicero employs 
it in this position six times out of 92. The percentage in 
both authors is very high in favor of a pronominal preceding. 
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IX ff. ~ :;_, 
Two grammarians state that the indefinite follows, but a 
percentage o~ 89.7 in Caesar and 69.69 in Cicero shows very 
plainly that as a rule especially in plain narrative style the 
indefinite, like the pronominal, precedes. 
Concerning the proper adjectives, no statement has been 
found in any grammar with the exception, of course, of "populus 
Roma.nus" and "civia Romanus." Following the analogy of this 
proper adjective, we should expect to find more adjectives of 
th~s class following their nouns but in Caesar forty of the 
sixty-two precede. So few examples of proper adjectives ooour 
in Cicero.that no rule can be made concerning them. 
It is difficult to say when by usage a phrase becomes 
stereotyped since at best all rules set for language are only 
relative, subject to the change and growth in that language, and 
also to the mood and humor of the writer as well as the charac-
ter of his work. Yet we know in our own language that by long 
usage a phrase becomes fixed in form.--a stock phrase adopted 
by other people when learning the language. I have chosen 
from those that Caesar and Cicero used the ones occurring most 
invariably in that order. Some of these expressions, it is 
true, are found but few times in these author's works, but 
occur throughout Latin. Even these I have mentioned are sub-
ject to change for example--"novissimun ag.Jne-tq," that familiar 
order is in one instance agmen novissimmn., /The number <?.~'. ad-
_f.lf't.,,~. /7 ~-~o .. 
~ ) ~ ( ?--o ,. G,. / 
jeotitei that f~lgw\lie nouns in these expressions is much , 
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larger than the reverse order. In fact I have tounano stereo-
typed ~xpression in which the adjective invariably precedes. 
To this curious fact I have attributed the statement of the 
majority of the grammars that adjectives follow their nouns. 
Certainly one.might argue that since in these set expressions 
the adjective so universally follows that this must be the 
normal order of all adjectives. Yet we have·aeen that it is 
not true in adjectives of quantity, size and indefinite num-
ber, cardinals, ordinals, adjectives of relative position, or 
of time, demonstratives, relatives and interrogatives, poss-
essives, pronominals, or indefinites. Is it true, then, of 
the class of adjectives not included under any of these classes 
and which constitutes such a large number of those used by 
both Caesar and Cicero? 
The total mentioned above for Caesar is 521, 367 of which 
precede. In Cicero they numbe.r 603, 376 of which precede. So 
not even here do we find the statement of the grammars sup-
ported by the facts. Adjectives of all classes regularly pre-
cede. 
x ?. J;z. 
The position of the genitive is not so clearly defined 
by a catalogue of Caesar's and Cicero's usage as is the ad-
jective modifier. The percentage of genitives.that follow 
"in Caesar is very small which aa I have already shown the 
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number in Cioero is actually smaller than the number of those 
that precede. We must observe the particular uses of the gen-
itive in order to determine what is the rule. Aside from the 
genitive of "is" and the relative, the genitive with causa and 
the stereotyped expressions the rule is that'more genitives 
follow than precede. This is especially true of the partitive 
genitive and particularly with "pars" and with the pronouns 
and adjectives tantum, aliud, nihil, eto. But to say that as 
a class genitives follow is surely misleading unless some fur-
ther explanation of classes and kinds follows. 
XI J>_ 3;).. 
In simple prose the order adjective--genitive--noun is 
not the most common order as is usually supposed. In the more 
rhetorical prose as we find in Cicero this use is as frequent 
as the more simple order--adjective--noun--genitive. The or~ 
der genitive--adjeotive--noun is frequently found, especially 
when the genitive is a pronoun or is qualified by a pronoun. 
I 
In addition to the works of Cicero and Caesar I have also 
examined Canto l and II of Vergil '.s Aeneid and these results 
appear: There are 191 adjectives of quantity, this number 
ino.luding words similar to those found in the other authors--
omnis, magnus, multus, totus, imma.nis, ingens, pa.rvus, vastus, 
eto. · Of these·, 149 precede and 42 follow. The percentage is. 
not so great as in either of the prose authors mentioned but 
still sufficient to show that even in poetry adjectives 0£ 
quantity precede their nouns. 
The cardinals number 23 preceding and only 4 following. 
The ordinals have a proportion of eight to one, and the dis-
tributives occur but four times and then preceding. 
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The adjectives of relative position number 55, --forty-two 
of which precede and thirteen follow, or a percentage 76.36 
only slightly lower than the same class of adjectives in Cicero. 
Of the time adjectives eighteen precede and eleven follow. 
There are thirty-sax demonstratives preceding and eight 
following, which is a larger percentage for those following 
their noun than is found in Cicero, due to Vergil's poetic 
style. 
The percentage of possessives preceding in Vergil is 
la.rger than in either Caesar or Cicero--67. 85 per cent. The 
pronominals and indefinites also largely precede--the percent-
age of pronominals being 78 in favor of precedence. 
The most noticeable point connected with the study of 
noun modifiers in Vergil is the number of proper 1~djeotives. 
There are 74 in these two cantos, 56 of which precede. 
The miscellaneous adjectives not included in the other 
divisions number 431 and 308 of these precede, or a percent-
age of 70.76, a slightly higher percentage than in either 
Cicero or Caesar. 
With regard to the genitive in Vergil there are only a 
few more following than preceding. 
The results given below cover but twenty chapters of the 
first book of Livy: Thirty-four adjectives of quantity precede 
and six follow. For adjectives of relative position the pro~ 
portion is 19 to 2, adjectives of time 7 to 4, cardinals 19 to 
5, ordinals 8 to 1, demonstratives 43 ·to 4, pronominals four-
teen to two, possessives ten to six, and the miscellaneous 
adjectives number 89 preceding and 30 following. 
The genitives in Livy show a greater tendency to follow 
the noun than in any.other author examined, although a com-
parison is hardly permissable when the investigation covers 
but twenty chapters. However, 106 genitives· follow in this 
amount and 51 precede. 
As has been said while no authoritative statement can 
be made with regard to Livy or Vergil on account of the lim-
ited field examined, yet it is. interesting to note that the 
tendency in these authors is the same as in the others where 
a more thorough and extensive examination was made. Adject-
ives of all classes precede their nouns while genitives re-
gularly follow. 
The serious fault in the subject of Latin word order as 
it is taught by ·the grammars lies in the fact that the whole 
matter has been dismissed with too little investigation of 
the facts. Principles are laid down that might and _!2. apply 
to certain limited sections of an author but which do not 
prove true when the bulk of that author.and of other authors 
is studied. In a few chapters or even in a book of Caesar 
some uses seem invariable, but other and surprisingly differ-
ent results are obtained upon a careful study of the author's 
entire work. Therefore·, I should say the subject is dealt 
with in an impressionistic rather than in a scientific manner. 
In the two· or.three pages given in the grammar to the study 
of word order only a very summery treatment can be given, and 
this proves often misleading to tUe student instead of being 
helpful to his writing of prose• 
The student should be taught that the"adjective as in 
English precedes the noun; that instead of being something 
artificial and utterly foreign to his normal thought tp.e Latin 
order is in many respects similar to his own.. To say that 
adjectives usually precede but often follow they words they 
qualify is to teach an absolutely colorless principle. If 
the student is taught to observe the different cla.sses·.;of 
adjectives he will soon begin to show a live interest in 
,I 
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their position wi thin·~:these groups. But even should they be. 
classed together without discrimination as in some of the 
grammars still it is true that the majority precede and this 
the student should be taught. 
Too much emphasis should not be giv~n to the rather un-· 
usual order of adjective--preposition•-noun, without at the 
same time.calling attention to the regular and by far more 
usual order of preposition--adjective--noun as well as pre-
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position--noun--adjeotive which infrequently occurs. Special 
oases of i.rregular order should be noted such as "magno cum 
perioulo," "summa cum laude" "altera.ex parte" and "ex loco 
superiore," these expressions bordering.on fixed order. 
The adjectives of quantity, relation, position, and of 
time largely precede. Omnis should be noted by.the student as 
more frequently following than all others combined, and reli-
quus which Caesar uses so freely only once following its noun 
and never being so used by Cicero. 
The cardinals and ordinals both ·:precede--but the per-
centage of both is much larger in the lower numerals. With 
the adverbs ciroiter and amplius the regular position of the 
adjective is after the noun. 
Demonstratives and relative·s regularly precede, but the 
demonstrative may follow if it points forw?rd to a relative 
immediately following and dependent upon it. 
Possessives precede. This is particularly true of suus 
I 
. I and of all the possessives when used in ·plain na.r.rative. 
Noster when used with "maiores" regularly·follows. More 
liberty is employed with the possessives as to position than 
with any other adjective. 
The pronominals and indefinites both precede and the 
indefinites have almost as high a percentage of precedence 
as the pronominals, although two grammarians state thet they 
follow their nouns. 
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The genitives cannot be classed together and disposed of 
under one head. Although· as a whole the genitive does follow 
its noun there are particular instances when it follows very 
infrequently. The genitive of the relative and demonstrative 
pronouns normally precede as is perfectly natural. The gen-
itive with causa and gretia and in a few stereotyped express-
ion also precede. The remaining, a.nd particularly the gen-
itive with "pars" and the adjective or pronoun--:follow, 
though great liberty is used even here--juat as occurs in 
the English usage--the gift of a sailor and a sailor's gift 
being equally correct. This is the rule in ~atin as well. 
When a noun is limited py both an adjective· and a gen-
itive the usual order in Caesar is not adjective--genitive--
noun. but noun--adjective--genitive. The order with the 
genitive preceding is also found especially in the case of 
a relative or a demonstrative. 
The participial modifier normally follows its noun, as 
do the gerundives. 
In the ablative absolute the noun precedes more fre-
quently but is often found following the participle. The 
normal order is, however, for the v~rbal part.to follow. 
When the noun is modified by an adjective the order is :fre-
quently adjective--participle--noun. 
